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Accessories & Attachments

Quick Return on
Your Attachment

It’s an investment in increased productivity
and safety in specialty applications

A boom-mounted platform attachment extends the versatility of Sign Makers’ 23.5-ton Terex truckmounted crane. In the past owner Eugene Lewis relied on a non-rotational gravity-leveled platform,
but last year he purchased a CraneMate pin-on work platform with self-contained hydraulics, and
he can’t believe the difference.

W

hether it’s properly positioning
people or materials, crane attachments can provide solutions with
a quick return on your investment.
Lifting personnel is just as important as
lifting materials to sign installation compa-

nies like Sign Makers of Hardin County in
Elizabethtown, Ky. The installation and service of high-rise signs comes with the need
to safely position both at heights up to 100 ft.
When you can do so with one piece of equipment, all the better for increased productivity.

Tracy Bennett operates Mighty Mo Media Partners, located in Parkville, Mo. She can be reached at
tbennett@mightymomedia.com.
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Sign Makers owns a bucket truck and
23.5-ton capacity Terex truck-mounted
crane. Boom-mounted platform attachments are one way to stretch the versatility
of the crane. In the past, owner Eugene
Lewis relied on a gravity-leveled platform
that could not rotate. But in late 2013,
Lewis purchased a CraneMate pin-on work
platform with self-contained hydraulics,
and the difference is unbelievable, he said.
Manufactured by Reach-All LLC, Bradenton, Fla., the CraneMate is hydraulically
powered to provide automatic leveling.
From a comfort standpoint, this feature
feels more stable to platform occupants
than the constant re-balancing of a gravity-leveled platform. In addition, 180°
platform rotation with proportional controls increases productivity. This is perhaps
the biggest time-saver for Sign Makers.
“With our previous platform, we couldn’t
always get square with the sign, which often
meant working from the corner of the basket and stretching to reach the work,” said
Lewis, who combines the functionality of
the platform with the crane’s radio-remote
controls, which allows workers to swing
and telescope the crane’s boom.
Sign Makers is using a 10-ft. wide, 1,000lb. capacity platform, which is considerably
larger than its old platform. “We can put
two workers in the platform instead of
one,” said Lewis. And instead of using two
pieces of equipment on many jobs, now the
bucket truck is often not necessary.
Pin-on platform forks for material handling allow Sign Makers to carry sign
material up with the workers. The forks are
rated for 250-lb. capacity each. “This combination of features speeds things up so
much. I estimate that most jobs take a third
less time,” said Lewis. The savings alone will
quickly pay for the new work platform, he
said. That proved true on a recent project
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Simple transport.
Tight maneuvers.
Big capacities.
Long reach.
150-ton (135mt)
6-wheel hydrostatic drive
Rough Terrain Crane
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• Cummins Tier 4f diesel engine
• 195.3’ six-section, power pinned latching boom
with the ability to telescope loads
• Boom wear pads have Teflon pucks that lubricate
the boom section (no grease)
• On the road in less than an hour, without a helper crane
-Tires and boom are not removed, unlike big RT’s
-Transport as main unit with only TWO overflow loads
• Standard cameras for right side upper, main and auxiliary winches

The outyhser
g

With NO OUTRIGGER BOXES OR COUNTERWEIGHTS, this
150-tonner has a 27-ton stationary lift capacity chart (27-ton pick & carry).

Transports at less than 100,000 lbs and less than 10' wide
WITH tires and boom (no counterweight and outrigger boxes).

Check out how Link-Belt’s
compact design compares!
51' 5"

46-ton stationary on tire capacity and 43.75-ton pick and carry

12' 6.9"

Link-Belt RTC-80150

Tadano GR 1600XL

Grove RT-9150E

LINK-BELT CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
Lexington, Kentucky | www.linkbelt.com

Contact your Link-Belt distributor today!

